Sleep Aid Essential Oil For Calm Mind Aromatherapy Blend
Launched
A new essential oil blend has been launched by Youngevity, an online lifestyle store.
To Be At Peace is a blend of essential oils designed to bring peace, calm the mind
and promote restful sleep.
A new essential oil blend has been launched by Youngevity, an online lifestyle store. To Be At
Peace is a blend of essential oils designed to bring peace, calm the mind and promote restful
sleep.Chula Vista, United States - April 13, 2017 /PressCable/ -- Youngevity, an online lifestyle
retailer, have released a new essential oil blend. To Be At Peace is a sleep and calmness promoting
blend that is part of the Youngevity essential oils range.
For more information please visit: http://youngofficial.com.
Youngevity explain that they are a modern company that are technologically advanced and aim to
improve their customers lifestyles. They have been in operation since 1997, delivering high quality
lifestyle and health care products and are dedicated to bringing their customers the correct
information so they can make informed lifestyle choices.
To Be At Peace essential oil blend is a powerful oil that provides many benefits with its use. It can
help to promote the nervous system, promote restful sleep and also promotes a sense of calm and
peace. When used in massage it is used to help ease aching muscles and to relieve the over
stimulated mind.
To Be At Peace is part of the wider Youngevity range of essential oils and blends range. This
collection offers a comprehensive selection of essential oil products for the casual user to the
professional.
Alongside the large library of oils stocked by Youngevity there is also a selection of accessories to
aid the user in reaping the benefits aromatherapy may bring, including diffusers, wooden storage
boxes and wearable aromatherapy jewelry.
The aromatherapy jewelry range features diffuser lockets and diffuser bracelet wraps. The lockets
come in gold, rose gold and silver tones featuring a variety of different designs such as flowers,
hearts and snowflakes. The bracelets feature a similar locket but are mounted on to a leather wrap
bracelet.
Each item comes with three scent coins that the user doses with their chosen oils. They then place
inside the hollow of the jewelry enabling them to enjoy their favorite aroma wherever they go.
Those wishing to find out more can visit the website on the link provided above.
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